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Abstract: The study of well-posed problem with mixed endpoint conditions is presented up to 
the second variation. Conditions are specifically formulated for the Lagrange with non-holonomic 
constraints to be a well-posed problem. Sufficient conditions for a critical curve f to be a local 
extremum are established for these problems. The construction of a field is analyzed and adjusted 
to these cases. Finally we apply the theory to a specific problem. 
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0. Introduction 
In a book published in 1983 [5], Griffiths proposed, to study the second variation 
and to establish sufficient conditions for a critical curve f of a certain functional 4 to 
be a local extremum for a well-posed problem with mixed endpoint conditions. 4 is the 
functional given by d[f = J f”~, where f is a solutions of a Pfaffian differential system 
and cp is a l-form defined in X. This is the subject of this work. Positive answers to 
the above questions are found and stated in Theorems IV.l.l and IV.3.1. The crucial 
points here are: 
(i) the reformulation of the problem in terms of an Euler-Lagrange differential sys- 
tem, with a suitable definition of the boundary conditions, 
(ii) the construction of a field. 
In Section I, the definition of a well-posed variational problem with mixed endpoint 
conditions is recalled for a Pfaffian differential system (I”, L*) defined in a C” manifold 
X. In this case an integral curve of (I*, 1;*) . IS g iven by N-the source manifold-which 
is an interval [a, b] in R together with a smooth mapping f : N + X satisfying certain 
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conditions. Considering the two subbundles T* and L*, with I* c L* c T*X, let 1* = 2 
be the manifold structure of I*. The Cartan system (C(q),w).is defined on 2 where w 
is a local given l-form inducing a nonzero section of L*/I*. ‘4 is the exterior derivative 
of a l-form $ which is equal to i*[X] + 7r*p with i being the inclusion i : Z - T*X, x 
the canonical l-form on T*X and ir is the natural projection T : 2 - X. A regularity 
assumption in the involutive prolongation of (C(q),w) allows to transfer the study of 
the variational problem to the momentum space Y and to define the nondegeneracy 
condition for (I*, L*, p), 
In Section II, the Euler-Lagrange differential system (i.e. a critical curve of the 
functional 4, with mixed endpoint condition) is the projection in X of an integral 
manifold of (C(Q), ) w y satisfying an extra condition at the right endpoint b. 
Section III is devoted to a particularly important special case, namely the Lagrange 
problem with non-holonomic constraints. Conditions are specifically formulated for this 
problem to be well-posed. 
Two important theorems, giving sufficient conditions for a critical curve of 4 to be 
a local extremum, are described in Section IV. The first one requires the endpoints 
to be close enough. The second establishes a set of conditions for an integral curve of 
(C(q),w)y with no conjugate [A’,B]. The proof of this theorem depends mainly on 
the construction of a field by the Cauchy characteristic line-bundle of (C($),w)y. 
Finally we apply the theory to a problem in Section V. 
Important references on the subject are G. Bliss [l], 0. Bolza [2], R. Hermann [8], 
D. Krupka and J. Musilovd [9], M. de Leon and P. R. Rodrigues [lo] and J. Radon 
WI. 
This paper is a part of a thesis submitted for a PhD in Madison Wisconsin in 1987. 
I. Well-posed variational problem with mixed endpoint conditions 
1.1. Integral manifolds of a differential system and valued diflerential systems 
We assume that a Pfaffian differential system (I*, L*) is given on a real C” manifold 
X by two subbundles I* and L’, with I* c L’ c T’X, such that the rank (L*/I*) = 1. 
An integral manifold of (I”, L’) is g iven by N which is an interval [a, b] in R together 
with a smooth mapping f : N -+ X satisfying: 
(1.1.1) 
for all z E N where f+ : T,N -+ Tftz.X is the differential of f at 2, lTtZ)‘- is the 
subspace of TX of vectors which are orthogonal to 1f*(Z,. The signal + is the sum of 
vector spaces. 
We denote by v(I*, L*) the collection of integral manifolds f of (I*, L*). 
A valued diflerential system is a triple (I’, L*, v), where (I*, L*) is a Pfaffian differ- 
ential system and v is an n-form on X. 
We define the functional 4 associated with (I*, L*,q) in Y(I*, L*) by: q!(f] = s f*v. 
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1.2. The Cartan system of q. Well-posed valued differential systems 
Let us assume that L’ is completely integrable and that there exists a local given l- 
form w inducing a nonzero section of L*/I*. Let 2 be the manifold structure of I*. The 
set 2 is a vector bundle over X and dim 2 = d $ s where d =. dim X and s = rank I’. 
We transfer the study of minimal integral manifolds for 4 to 2. 
We define $ = i*[X] + 7r*p with i being the inclusion i : 2 + T*X, x the canonical 
l-form on T*X and 7r is the natural projection 7r : 2 + X. Let q = d$. 
Definition 1.2.1. Given the 2-form 9, the Cartan system C(9) is the ideal generated 
by the set of l-forms {VA \[I where v E C”(Z,TZ)}. 
We recall that an integral manifold of (C(q), K*W) is a smooth mapping f : l? -+ X 
satisfying: 
f*(e) = 0 
for all 0 E C(q), w h ere l? is an interval [a,b] E IR and f*(w) is nowhere zero. 
The projections into X of integral manifolds for the differential system of (C( @I>, r*w) 
with the independence condition 7r*w f 0 are critical manifolds for 4. We are interested 
only in these points of 2 where one can define a Vl(C( @), r*w)- integral element of 
dimension 1 of (C(Q),w). Th is restriction establishes in many cases conditions for the 
existence of a submanifold. In studying the differential system C( @) in this submanifold 
we impose again the independence condition. Continuing this procedure we assume that 
we get a chain of submanifolds 21,. . . , ZkO = Zko+r = . . = Zko+n, (n’ E N). If: 
(;) zko is a manifold of dimension 2m + 1; 
(ii) ‘$ A qrn # 0 on zkO; 
then (I*, L*, 9) is called a non-degenerate valued differential system and zkO = Y the 
momentum space. 
In this process, the differential system (C(*),~*w)y satisfies: 
(i) the projection v~(c(!If),~*w) + Y is surjective; 
(ii) the integral manifolds of (C(9) , T*W) on 2 coinciding with those of (C(Q), K*w)~ 
on Y. 
Definition 1.2.2. (I*, L*, v, P*, M*) is a well-posed valued differential system if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) (I*, L*,v) is a non-degenerate valued differential system (with dimY = 2m + 1 
and 9 = ti for a smooth function C on X; 
(ii) there exists a subbundle P’ of I* of rank m and a subbundle A&* of L* of 
rank m + 1, such that: 
a) P* C M*, 
b) the locally given l-form w also induces a nonzero section on IM*/P*, 
c) Y c P* with Y being a subbundle of P*; 
(iii) K IfeM* = span{n*8 1 d E C”(X,M*)} is completely integrable on Y, where 
T” = r o i; i denotes the inclusion mapping Y ---f 2 and r the projection 2 -+ X. 
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1.3. The mixed endpoint condition 
We start by defining a well-posed variational problem with mixed endpoint condi- 
tions. 
Let (I*, L*, p, P*, M*) b e a well-posed valued differential system and N is an interval 
[a, b] in R. Since r*M* is completely integrable on Y, r*M* defines a foliation of Y 
with m-dimensional leaves (rr is the projection Y --f X and dim Y = 2m + 1). Let us 
assume there exists the quotient manifold of Y given by this foliation: 
& = Y/T*M*. (1.3.1) 
Let Mt be a subbundle of h4* such that r*Mf II r*P* is the first derived system of 
r*P*. Let us assume a decomposition of M*, M* = M,‘+M,*, so that P*+(M;nM,*) = 
M* with MT (‘I Mz a line bundle over X. 
Suppose that n*Mz is completely integrable and that there exists a quotient manifold 
Q’ given by the foliation defined by r*Mg on Y. 
Q’ = Y/n*M;. (1.3.2) 
Let f be an integral manifold of (I*, L*), there exist g, functions from N + Y, such 
that 7r og = f. These functions are called lifts of f to Y. 
Definition 1.3.1. Suppose that (I*, L’, p, P*, M*) is a well-posed valued differential 
system. Let us assume that there exist Q and Q’ described above. Let f be an integral 
manifold of (I*, L*). f satisfies the mixed endpoint condition [A, B] if: 
4 W4) = A, a is the first endpoint of N, (1.3.3) 
b) W(b)) = B, b is the second endpoint of N, (1.3.4) 
where A E &, B E Q’, Lz, is the projection Y + Q, Wr is the projection Y --+ Q’ and g is 
any lift of f to Y. 
Note: The exterior derivative 
d : C”(Y, r*P*) + CyY, h2T”Y) 
induces a mapping 
6 : ?r*p+ - R2T*Y/r*P* A T*Y. 
If the kers = K*P; c K*P* is a constant rank subbundle of r*P+, it defines a PfafIian 
system called the first derived system of f+P*. 
Notation. V,(I*, L*, p, P”, M*, [A, B]) d enotes the set of integral manifolds of 
(I*, L*) that satisfies the mixed endpoint conditions [A,B]. 
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1.4. Variation of an integral curve f satisfying the mixed endpoint conditions 
Definitions 1.4.1. Let us assume, we have an integral manifold f of (I*,L*). A k- 
parameter variation off is a C” function 
F : N x [O, &I] x . x [O, E/J + x, 
such that F(., tl, . . . , tk) : N x {(tl, . . . , tk)} -+ X is an integral manifold of (I*, L*) for 
all (tr, . ..,tk)EIO,&l]x...x[O,&k]andF(.,O ,..., O)=f,wheresi>Ol<i<k. 
Definition 1.4.2. A k-parameter variation F of f E Y,(l*, L*,y,P*,M*, [A, B]) is 
said to keep the endpoint conditions [A, B] if F(ll,,.,,tk) E V,(L*, L*, 9, P*, M*, [A, B]) 
for all (tl, . . . J/J E [O,El] x ... x [O,Ek]. 
Definition 1.4.3. Let f be an element of &(I*, L*,v, P*,M*, [A,B]). A C” vector 
field u which is defined along f is said to give an infinitesimal variation off satisfying 
the mixed endpoint condition [A, B] if 
a) f*(v J d0 + d(z/ J 6) 3 0 for all 0 E C”“(X, I*), (1.4.1) 
b) (i) Vf(a) E q(,)i! (a the first endpoint of N), (1.4.2) 
(ii) “j(b) E M,*i(,)% (b the second endpoint of N). (1.4.3) 
Notation. We denote by Tf(V,,,(I*, L*, 9, P*, M*, [A, B])) the space of all C” vector 
fields defined along f and tangent at f to the images of variations of f that keep the 
endpoint condition [A, B]. 
1.5. Critical integral manifolds of V,,(I*, L’, v, P*, M*, [A, B]). Second variation of 
f E I&@*, L*,Y, P*, JJ*, [A, Bl). 
We will now describe two propositions that have essentially the same proofs as the 
correspondent ones in [G] and are a direct consequence of the definition of the Lie 
derivative of F*v in order of d/dt, Stokes’ theorem and the definition of the mixed 
endpoint condition [A, B]. 
Proposition 1.5.2.1. Let F be a variation off E Vm(L*, L*,v, P*,iM*, [A, B]). Let 
us assume that v, the irlfinitesimal variation associated with F, satisfies the mixed 
endpoint condition [A, B]. Then 
(1.5.1) 
Notation. We denote by &,,4[f] th e mear functional, Tf(U,,(I*, L*, 9, P*, M*, [A: 1’ 
B])) - R given by 
km(~) = J f’(V J dY4 
for all Y E Tf(V,,(I*, L*,p, P*,M*, [A, B])). 
(1.5.2) 
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Definition 1.5.1. An integral manifold f E V,,(I*, L’, p, P*, M*, [A, B]) is a critical 
integral manifold if 6,,,4[f] G 0. 
Proposition 1.5.2. Let G be a 2-parameter variation off E V,(I*, L*, p, P*, M*, 
[A, B]) keeping the boundary condition [A, B]. 
Let 11 E C”(N x [O,&a],TX) be Go,.,,(d/dt) at (z,O,s) for all s E [O,E~] and w E 
Cm(N,TX) be Go,o,*(d/ds) at (x,0,0). Then 
Notation. We denote by S,“,$[f] th e b 1 i inear functional S$+[f] : Tf(V,(I*, L*, $9, P’, 
A4*, [A, B])) x Tf(vm(l*, L*, y, P*, M*, [A, B])) -+ R given by: 
S,“,c$[f](w,v) = /f*(wJd(vJ dr^))tJjNf*(w’ (~~JdF)) (1.5.4) 
for all (w,v) E Tf(v,,,(I*, L*,y, P*,M*,[A,B])) x Tf(V,,(I*,L*,~,P*,M*,[A,Bl)). 
1.6. Well-posed variational problem with mixed endpoint conditions 
The study of well-posed variational problems with mixed endpoint conditions ad- 
dresses the following questions: 
Let (I*, L*,v, P’, M*, [A, B]) b e a well-posed valued differential system with mixed 
endpoint condition [A, B]. 
(i) Find sufficient conditions for f E V,,,(I*, L*,y, P*, M’, [A,B]) to be a critical 
integral curve, i.e., &q5[f](v) = 0 f or all 11 E Tf(V,(I*, L*,v, P*,M*, [A,B])). 
(ii) Assuming that f is a critical integral curve of V,,,(I*, L*,y, P*,M*, [A,B]), find 
sufficient conditions for f to be a local minimum (or maximum), i.e., for any variation 
of f which satisfies the conditions: 
(i) Ft E &(I*, L*, 9, P*,M*, [A, 3, 
(ii) Ft(iV) # f(N) for all t E (O,E], 
there exists a positive real number E’ such that 4[Ft] > 4[F] (or d[Ft] < 4[F]) for all 
t E (O,E’]. 
Remark 1. We recall Remark 3 from [5]. We did used neither a C nor a C2 neighbor- 
hood of an integral manifold f of (I*, L*) (in the topology defined by the supremum 
norm) to define a local extremum since it is not always possible, given two integral 
manifold of (I*, L*) with the same boundary condition [A, B] f and y, to define a 
variation F : N x [O,E] -+ X satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) F keeps the boundary condition [A$], 
(ii) Fe(z) = f(x) and Ft(z) = g(z) for some t E [0,&l]. 
We will study the existence of a local extremum of 4 analyzing the first and second 
variations. 
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II. Solutions to the Euler-Lagrange differential system with mixed endpoint 
conditions 
We now define the solutions to the Euler-Lagrange differential system with mixed 
endpoint conditions which are critical integral manifolds of (I*, L*, 63, P*, M”, [A, B]). 
Definition 11.1.1. Let (I*, L*,yj b e a valued differential system. The Cartan sys- 
tem (C(!P),n*wjz is called the Euler-Lagrange diflerential system associated with 
(I*, L*, $4. 
Assuming that (I*, L*, vj is non-degenerate we consider, in the following, the restric- 
tion of the Euler-Lagrange digerential system associated with (I*, L*,vj to Y. 
Definition 11.1.2. Let (I*, L”, v, P*, M*, [A, B]) b e a well-posed valued differential 
system with mixed endpoint conditions [A, B]. Let (C(q), ~w*)y be the Euler-Lagrange 
system associated with (I*, L*,v). g is a solution to the Euler-Lagrange diflerential 
system (C(q), rw*)y with mized endpoint conditions [A, B], if it satisfies: 
(ij 9 E v(C(*),~w*j1~, 
(ii) 7r 0 g E %,(I*, L*, P, P*, M*, [A, BI), 
(iii) g(b) E kl; n P* (b is the second endpoint of N). 
Remark 1. In [6] we define the well posed variational problem with Type II mixed 
boundary condition and the solution to the Euler-Lagrange differential system in the 
same context. These concepts are generalizations of the variational problem with mixed 
endpoint condition and of the solution to the Euler-Lagrange differential system with 
mixed endpoint condition. Therefore it is easy to prove the following lemmas and 
proposition which are included in section II.3 of [6], “normal class of vector fields”. We 
describe these lemmas omitting the proofs. 
Lemma 11.1.1. Let f E V,,,(I*, L*,y, P*,M*, [A, B]). If I/ and V’ both in 
Tj(%(I*, L*, 9, P*, n/r*, [A, Bljj are two elements in the same class of vector fields 
normal to f(N) ( i.e. v-v’ is tangent to f(N) for all the points of f(N) where Y” # Oj, 
then: 
(i j &d$[.f](4 = &LO[f](~~‘). (2.1.1) 
(ii> ~~,4s[fl(w) = G4[fl(dwj. (2.1.2) 
for all w E C”(N x [O,El],TX) with El > 0, such that w E Tf(V,,(I*, L*,p,P*,M*, 
[A, m. 
Lemma 11.1.2. Let f E V,,,(I*, L*,v,P*,M*, [A, B])). If F and F are two l- 
parameter variations off satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) F and F keep the boundary condition [A, B], 
(ii) the infinitesimal variations u and I;, associated respectively with F and F are in 
the same normal class of vector fields, then 
d 
z (2.1.3) 
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Lemma 11.1.3. Let f E V,,,(I*, L*, p, P*, M*, [A, B]). If G and G are two 2-parameter 
variations of f satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) Gt,, and et,, belong to V,,(I*, L*,p,P*,M*,[A,B]) for all (t,s) E [O,E~] x [0,&z] 
where (&1,&z) is a. pair of positive real numbers, 
(ii) v(.,.s) and i?(.,s) belong to the same class of vector fields normal to Go,$(N), 
with G&N) = (?&+(N) f or all s E [0,&t], I/ and fi are in C”(N x [O,&z],TX) and are 
defined by v(.,s) = Go,.*(d/dt) und fi(.,s) = &,,.*(a/&) for all s E [0,&z]. 
(iii) w and ul are in the same class of vector fields normal to f(N), where w = 
Go,o*(d/ds) and 6 = &o*(d/ds), then we have: 
a2 -4 ) ds& G*FJ s=t=O a2 = dsi3t @y s=t=O’ (J ) (2.1.4) 
Remark 2. We recall from [G] that T,(V(C($), T’W) is called the space of Jacobi 
vector fields of (I”, L*, ~9) at g. 
Proposition II.2.1. Suppose (I*, L*, cp, P*, n/r*, [A, B]) is a well-posed valued difleren- 
tial system and g is a solution to the Euler-Lagrange differential system (C( 9)T~w*)y 
with mixed endpoint conditions [A, B]. Then 
d 
2 U ) F”q t=O= O 
(2.1.5) 
for all variations off = 7r o g keeping the endpoint condition [A, B]. 
Proof. It is essentially the same as in Proposition 11.1.2 in [6]. Now we have 
d 
z CJ ) F*9 t=o 
= f*(A;(U J 8”@)b - f*(sh’,(v J ~9”‘“)~ (2.1.6) 
where %“l,, . . , t9”$ and %“‘I,. . . , Prrs coframes for I* around j(b) and f(a) respectively, 
) . . . A;,..., Xl, and Xl:, . . . , Xl,l are the coordinates of i*[x] in gffi 
respectively. 
Since 
(2.1.7) 
(2.1.8) 
(2.1.9) 
(9 f*(v J 6), = 0 for all % E M2 n I’, 
(ii) f*(vJe), =0 for all %EP, 
(iii) g(b) E M2 n p, 
we obtain 
d 
dt 
(J ) F”v t=O = 0. (2.1.10) 
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The Lagrange problem is very important, arising often in Physics. We will describe 
it in the following setting: 
In the space J1(R, iRm) (the first jet of functions of Iw into IlR’,) determine the extrema 
of the functional 
d(f) = / c(x, y’(x), . . . , yyx), $p, . . . ) qqdx. (3.1.1) 
(C is a smooth function), defined on parametrized curves f : x + y(x) E X. X is a 
subset of R” which satisfies a set of constraints 
( &&) gp ~,Y1(4,.**,Ynw,~ dY"W * ,...,- = > dx ’ (3.1.2) 
where gP (1 < T < m - e, f? 3 0) are smooth functions. 
Let X = J1(~,Rm) lgp=u, I* = span(8” 1 1 < Q < m} and L* = span{e@,dx ( 1 < 
a < m} where &‘ = dyfl-yfldx, b’ = g$,(dyc-yndx)+g&,,(dyp--y@dx) 1 6 p, CJ < m-I, 
andm-e+l<p<rn. 
The constraints are finite or holonomic if the functions gP do not depend on 
dy”(x)/dx for 1 < CY < m. In this case the Lagrange problem can be solved by the 
standard endpoint condition techniques. 
If the constraints are non-holonomic and if 
rank dgP(x, y’(x),. ..,y?n(x),$$. .) y) 
= 
$!!C&)) 
m-f? (3.1.3) 
in X is maximal then X is a manifold. 
Now we determine sufficient conditions for (I*,L*,p) to be a well-posed valued 
differential system. 
Let us denote 
(3.1.4) 
(3.1.5) 
and 
where jla denotes dy”(x)/dx, [as] = [g$]-I, 1 < p,p’,p”, cr, cr’ < m-l, and m-k + 1 < 
p,v < m. Note that C,, is the matrix CF$ ’ in [6] for n = 1, Q = /L, CY’ = v and V, I/’ = 1. 
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Proposition 111.1.1. Let us assume that a Lagrange problem with non-holonomic 
constraints, which verifies the condition (3.1.3) is given. If det[C,,] # 0 and 
Cdet[A,,] # 0 for all (Xl,. . . , A,_,) E IRIBm-t, then (I*, L*, +CJ, I*, L) is a well-posed 
valued difSerentia1 system. 
Proof. We have dO@ = -dip A dx and 
d&’ G A&di/ A 8” - Bgdx A 0” mod {P A 0”’ 1 1 < a, CY’ < m}, 
where 
BE = -gzctin, aT,g$ a$, (gg” - gf,: iJ”l) - g&c,ti_ a$g$$” 
tg$,za$g$ t g$ - g:,,aZ'g$ tg$Lca~,(gi - g$if) 
tg&,ll,a~,YP'tg&Y2iYjl". 
Hence we obtain 
(3.1.7) 
(3.1.8) 
(3.1.9) 
(3.1.10) 
‘2 E (2, - X,)?r*(d$p A dx) + (dX, - (A, + X,,B;)r*dx + X,A$r*d?j’) AT*&‘ 
+ (dX, - (A, + X,B$)n*dx (3.1.11) 
+ X,,A;,r*dti@) A T*P 11locl {T*(P A P’) 1 1 < ~,a’ < m}, 
where 
A, = 42,~ - I=&a$g&: + c+a’a$g$,a$,g~~ - C,Pa$g$, (3.1.12) 
A, = &pa: - C,o’a;:g$a$. (3.1.13) 
The Cartan system C(Q) is g enerated by the differential forms: 
r*fP (1 < Q < m), (3.1.14) 
(2, - X,,)r*dx (m - t! + 1 < p < m), (3.1.15) 
(dX, - (A, + X,BE)r*dx + X,At,7r*d$‘) (m - ~2 + 1 < v < m), (3.1.16) 
(dX, - (A, + X,Bi)r*dx + X,A&n*dcP) (1 < 0 < m - e). (3.1.17) 
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The independence condition for (C(q), ~*dx) implies Y = Zr = 2 IcPZx,. We can 
choose {~*P,~*dx,d& 1 1 < cy < ?n} as a coframe of T*Y since det[C,,] # 0. We 
have in Y 
where 
9 = (D,,, dX, + E,r*dx) A r*8@ + (dX, - E,r*dx + F,“dX,) A r*BP 
mod {e” ~8”’ 1 1 < CY,CY’ < 772}, (3.1.18) 
+ A P = m! C det[Di]r*dx A dx A dX1 A r*@ . . A dX, A r*P. (3.1.23) 
Det [Di] is different from zero since Cdet[A,,] and det[C,,] do not vanish. Hence 
(I*, L*, cp) is non-degenerate. Thus, (I”, L*, cp, P*, M*) is a well posed valued differen- 
tial system with I* = P* and L” = M’. I7 
Let M2+ be the span of {P, dx}. 7r*L* and RIME are completely integrable. The fibers 
of the foliations defined by r*L* and 7r*MT are m-dimensional manifolds and (VZ - e)- 
dimensional manifolds, respectively, characterized by x = const, yr = const, ~ “. , ym = 
const and x = const, ym-‘+r = const,. . . , ym = const. Therefore 
Q = Y/n*L* and Q” = Y/r*M; (3.1.24) 
are manifolds with local coordinates x, y’, . . . , ym and x, y’, . . . , yrnee+I respectively. 
Hence it is natural to define the mixed endpoint conditions [A, B] for A E Q and B E Q’. 
Remark 3. Note that the gP(x, yr(x), . . . , y”(x),dyl(x)/dx,. . . , dym(x)/dx) = 0 can 
be locally written as 
yp = 1lP ( x,yI(x), . . . ,y”‘(x),p,. ..) 7) &P(4 (3.1.25) 
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Thus, the curves which satisfy these constraints are solutions to an ODE system. As- 
suming this fact we can define endpoint conditions in 
Y%)? YW 
and we use equation (3.1.24) to determine the remaining endpoint values yP(b) (1 < 
p< m-e). 
IV. Local Extrema in a well-posed variational problem with mixed endpoint 
conditions 
IV.1. Theorem IV.l.l 
In the following we will present a theorem which is a result of the general theory 
described in Section 4.1/4.2 of [6]. This theorem is adjusted to the particular conditions 
analyzed here and has a proof which is similar to the one of Theorem III.1 in [6]. 
Let (I*,L*,q,P*,M*) b e a well-posed valued differential system, and assume we 
have a coframe: 
C~={e~,W)~~~l~~~s,S-S~$1~<~s) 
for T*X with: 
(i) I* = span{P 1 1 < Q < s}; (4.1.1) 
(ii) L* = span{P,W 1 1 < ck < s}; (4.1.2) 
(iii) T*X = L* @ R* (@ denotes a direct sum) (4.1.3) 
with R* = span{T@ 1 s - s1 + 1 < p < s}; 
(iv) d&’ G 0 mod I; (4.1.4) 
(v) dfP s rfi A w mod I; (4.1.5) 
(vi) dw G 0 mod I; (4.1.6) 
(vii) ~fi are linearly independent mod L, (4.1.7) 
[recall that: I = C”(X,I*) and L = C”“(X, L*)]. 
Let dv E C,r@ AU mod I, dC, = CP,,nITv mod L, I; = span{@ 1 s - sI + 1 < p < s) 
and C”“(X, 1;). 
Definition 111.1.1. (i) (I*,L*,q,P*,M*) is a regular well-posed valued differential 
system if there exists a coframe CF described above with det[C,,,] # 0. 
(ii) The quadratic form A associated with C,, is defined in T*X and is given by: 
for every v E TX, A(v) = Cti,,vpv”, (4.1.8) 
where u = vfia/&r!-‘ mod R*‘, with {d/d+ 1 s - s1 + 1 < p < s} being the dual basis 
of {r’” 1 s - s1+ 1 < /L < s}. 
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Theorem IV.l.l. Let (I*, L*, 9, I*, L*, R*, [A, B]) b e a regular well-posed valued dijl 
ferential system with mixed endpoint conditions [A, B]. Assume dw = 0 and 21 = Y 
in Construction 1.2. Suppose that the quadratic form associated with C,, is positive 
definite, dI2 G RAW mod I, and that g is a solution to the Euler-Lagrange differential 
system (C(Q), K*W) with mixed endpoint conditions [A, B]. Then, there exists an open 
set U in N with b E 17 in which for all a’ E U. The restriction of (7r o g) to [a’, b] n U 
is a local minimum for 4 in V,,,(I*, L*, p, I*, L*, [A’, B]) with A’ = G(g(a’)) (6 is the 
projection Y + Q). 
Proof. Let F be a l-parameter variation of T o g IN, keeping the boundary condition 
[A”] where A” = G(g(a”)) and a” E N. Let v be a vector field in [v’], so that Y J w = 
v -I dXp = 0 (v’ = F*(a/G’t)) and 1 < p < s-sl. Let C3’ = {r*B”,rr*w,dX, 1 1 6 a < s} 
be a basis for T*Y, with the 8” order, such that: 
dW - -rr/’ AW mod I 2, s-sl+l<p.ss, 
dOP=O mod L, 1 <p<s-sl. 
We have 
$( JF%, = -J,,,,., D(V,V)) + J g*Pw~FP(v)1 (4.1.9) 
where 
- [V J dD,!JVadXy + (V J dC,)V” A r*w], 
D(V,V) = (D;vq, + DpyVVP) 
and 
F;(V) = D;P. 
V is a vector field defined along g with r,(V) = v with 
(4.1.10) 
(4.1.11) 
(4.1.12) 
If we use 
dVP = -(V 1 n*ddP) = A;,V”rr*+‘ + B:V?r*w 
along g(N’) and 
(4.1.13) 
dV“ = -(V-I r*dP‘) = (C”“Vy + B:V”)n*w 
along g(N’), since 
(4.1.14) 
T*I? = C’L”dXfi + B;r*t’” + Bfiir*w. (4.1.15) 
We obtain 
$(J%o=~ g*([D;C”‘VvV,] + [dD: + D;,B,“‘]V”V&*w 
+ [D;A:,WQr*+‘] - [V _I dD;]V”d&, 
(4.1.16) 
+ (V J dC,)V” A A’W. 
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We have along g(N)r*n” = avr*w and dX, = avr*w (for smooth functions a” and 
a, : Y --f R). Thus 
g*[D;CW,V, + E,“V”V, + G,pV”VP].*w (4.1.17) 
where E; is obtained by algebraic manipulation of the above expressions. We have 
from (4.1.14): 
(4.1.18) 
and therefore we obtain: 
(4.1.19) 
Note that 0; = 6; + DyILCY” = 6: + XpAG,CY” and X,(b) = 0, thus, there exists an 
open set U’ in Y with g(b) E U’ such that the matrix 0; has positive eigenvalues. 
The rest of this proof follows the same arguments used in Theorem III.1 in [6] i.e. 
using the Cauchy-Schwarz and Poincare inequalities which will lead to the conclusion 
that the absolute value of the positive term 
[ 
dVfi dVY 
g’ D;C,ydzX 1 
is greater in an open set U in N with b E U than the sum of the others. 
IV.2. Conjugate point condition in a well-posed valued difSerentia1 system with mixed 
endpoint conditions 
Definition IV.2.1.1. Let (I*, L*, p,I*, L*, R*, [A, B]) be a regular well-posed valued 
differential system with mixed endpoint conditions [A, B] and let (C(q), rr’w) be the 
Euler-Lagrange system of (I’, L”, p). Let g be an integral manifold of (C(q), r*w) with 
mixed endpoint conditions [A, B]. [A, B] are conjugate if there exists a Jacobi-vector 
field V of (I*, L’, v) at g which satisfies the following: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
r*v # 0, 
“*V,(,) E 1M*l (a is first endpoint of ), 
T*V,(Q E &I (b is second endpoint of N), 
rr*V,(,) E T(Mz’ n p*>. 
(4.2.1) 
(4.2.2) 
(4.2.3) 
(4.2.4) 
IV.3. Construction of a field 
We construct now a field that is essential to proving an existence theorem of a local 
minimum (or maximum). 
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Let (I*,L*,p,I*,L*,R*,[A,B]) b e a regular well-posed valued differential system 
with mixed endpoint conditions [A, B] and g be an integral manifold of (C( ‘J!), K*W) 
with mixed endpoint conditions [A, B]. Assume in the prolongation of (C(q), w*w) that 
Y = 21. Suppose that the quadratic form A associated with C,, is positive definite. 
Let us assume 
I; = span{duP - vPdzls+’ 1 uPL, wP, u’+l E C”(X, R), 
w = dUS+l ,~-~ltl<~Ls}. 
We can define, a coframe CF = {x*0”, rr*du “+l,dX, 1 1 < (Y < s} for Y with 8” = 
dub - +duS+‘. Therefore 
dP = -dv@ A duSS1, (4.3.1) 
d8P E -Ag,P A dv” t BgP A duS+l mod I A I (4.3.2) 
for l<p<s-sl. 
We have in Y 
where 
and 
9 E (D;dX, + C;,i,r*duS+l) A K*&‘ 
t (dX, + D,“dX, + C~r*duS+l) A T*&’ mod I A I, 
C:,=C,tD,,B”, s-sl-tl<~<s, (4.3.4) 
C; = C, + D,,B”, (4.3.5) 
D; = 6; t DpyCyy, [J&J1 = [C’“], (4.3.6) 
0,” = DypCyy, (4.3.8) 
- C, = A, + X,B,“, 
- C, = A, + X,B;, 
D,, = &A;,, 
D,, = &A;,, l<c-<s-sl, 
dp = (&VP f A,P) A duS+l. 
(4.3.3) 
(4.3.9) 
(4.3.10) 
(4.3.11) 
(4.3.12) 
(4.3.13) 
Let us assume that there exists a chart 7 of X such that (K og)(b) E 77 and 
dP E -A$,fP A dv” + BgtP A duS+l mod I2 A I (4.3.14) 
for the OP in the coframe CF. Thus we obtain 
‘J$ G (Did&, + Cj’p*duS+l) A r*O” 
$ (dX, + CLn*dus+l) A r*Bp mod I2 A I. 
(4.3.15) 
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Let G be a smooth variation of y keeping the endpoint conditions and T be an 
s-dimensional submanifold of Y defined by 
(i) g(b) E T, 
(ii) T(T) c span{dX, 1 1 < p < s - SI}, 
(iii) T(T) c (T*L~)~(L; = span{l;,du”+l}). 
Let 2, be a vector field, defined in a neighborhood of g(N) and spanning the char- 
acteristic line bundle 9*. g(N) is th e u-flow of g(b) for 0 < t < S. Let S be the v-flow 
of T for 0 < t < S + E for small E > 0. 
Remark 4. The existence of T is guaranteed by Frobenius theorem. 
Proposition IV.3.2. The restriction of 1c, to 5’ is exact (i.e. !Ps = 0). 
Proof. This proof is the same as the one of IV.d.12 in [6]. By construction V _I Qy = 0 
and w is tangent to S. We have L,(Ps) = 0, and therefore by integration we obtain 
exp(tv)*qs = *s. (4.3.16) 
We have for every 3 E T 
T$?) = TC(T) CD !PS(Y)*. (4.3.17) 
Thus it is sufficient to prove that (Wr J Wz J 9~) = 0 f or every pair of tangent vectors 
to T at every jj E T. If (Wr,Wz) E (T(T))2 tl len WI J W2 J YIy = 0 by construction of 
T if IV2 E Q$(Y)l then II’2 J f&y = 0. 0 
Proposition IV.3.3. There exist E’ > 0 and an s-dimensional manifold T” with 
(i) T’ c T, 
(ii) g(b) E T’, 
(iii) exp(&“w)(T’) -% &(exp(e”w)(T’) zs a difleomorphism for all 0 < E” < E’ (2 is the 
projection Y --+ Q). 
Proof. Let {tl, . . . , tS, t’} be a coordinate system for 
Sct,T,) = {exp(t’v)(T,) IO 6 t’ < t> (4.3.18) 
defined by 
P E exp(t’w)(Tv), 
t”(p) = uP(exp(-t’w)(P), (4.3.19) 
t@(p) = X@(exp(-t/w)(p). (4.3.20) 
We can choose S = {ur , . . . , uses’, Xs-sl+~, . . . , A,} to be a coordinate system of T,,. 
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There exists &r > 0 such that for EI 3 &2 > 0, 
det (4.3.21) 
for all p E exp(&zv)(T”) h w ere T” is an s-dimensional manifold with T” c Tq and 
g(b) E T”. 
Hence we can choose a system of coordinates for exp(&zw)(T”) 
s = {d,. . . ,us-s’,x,_,l+~, . . . ,A,}. (4.3.22) 
g exp(E”v)(?j) = C”“(Gj) t l&” $!$ exp(tv)(y)dt, 
” v 
(4.3.23) 
since 8p = du@ - vpduS+l = 0 along exp(tw)(?j),Gj E T,, (here we use the Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem and the Lagrange theorem). 
Thus there exists E’ > 0 and an s-dimensional manifold T” c T’ with g(b) E T’ such 
that 
i 
S(P) . * * g&(P) aA::~+l(l’) * ** g(P) 
det . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 0 (4.3.24) 
S(P) -*a Z(P) ‘&::;+r(“) ... $9,) 
for all p E exp(&“v)(T’) where E’ 2 E” > 0. 
Hence by the inverse function theorem we have a diffeomorphism 
exp(E”w)(T’) 4 L;r(exp(E”u)(T’)). 
Proposition IV.3.4. Zf there is no conjugate [A’, B] for all A’ = G(g(a’)), u’ E [A’, B], 
then for all ~1 E (0,s) there exist E > 0 and an s-dimensional manifold with 
(i) TI c T, 
(ii) g(b) E TI, 
(iii) S[E, ,E,TI) 4 WIC1 ,E,TI) ) is a difleomorphism, where 
%I &“I) = {exp(tv)(Tl) 1~1 6 t < 6 t E}. 
Proof. We know by the previous proposition that there exist E’ > 0 and an s- 
dimensional manifold T’ with 
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(i) T” c T, 
(ii) g(b) E T, 
(iii) exp(e”v)(T’) 2 G(exp(E”V)(T”)) is a diffeomorphism for E’ 2 E” > 0. 
Let I(G,~) = {exp(tv)(Q) I ~1 < t < S + E} with g E T, E 3 0 and E’ 3 E” > 0. Let 
Y(E) = &(I(,))* 
Claim. There exists an s-dimensional manifold Tl with 
(i) Tr c T, 
(ii) g(b) E Tr, 
(iii) C = {Y(~,~) 1 $ E Tl} is a family of nonintersecting curves for ~1 > E 3 0. 
Proof of the Claim. Let us suppose there exist no Tl as described above. Let (‘x1,) 
be an open neighborhood system of g(b) such that n,,?& = g(b). For every E > 0 there 
are curves in {Y(~,~) 1 ij E ?I?,} = G({I’(,,, 1 fij E ?Yln}) with non empty intersection. There 
exists a sequence of intersection points of yy, which converges to G(g(a’)), a < u’ 6 b. 
We know that u’ # b by Proposition IV.3.3. There exists a sequence of points in S, {I)~}, 
converging to g(a’) with 
(4.3.25) 
where { t1 , . . . , ts+’ } is a local coordinate system for S around g(a”). Hence there exist 
conjugate [A’,B] for A’ = G(g(u’)) w rc contradicts our assumption. 0 h’ h 
Now that we have constructed a field SIEl 6,T1) we assume Tl is simply connected 
and we conclude with a version of Theorem III.2 of [6] which follows a similar proof of 
the latter. 
TheoremIV.3.1. Let(I*,L*,p,I*,L*,R*,[A,B]) b e a regular well-posed valued dif- 
ferential system with boundary condition [A, B]. Assume in Construction 1.2, that 
Y = 21. Suppose that the quadratic form A is positive definite. 
Let us assume that 
I2\ = span{dup - zPdu’+’ 1 Us, VI-~, us+’ E C”(X, R), 
ti=duS+r,s-sl+l</&s}, 
rrp = dvp and I; = span{@ 1 1 < p < s - ~1) with ddP E 0 mod L A L. 
Let g E V(C(*), ~*w)y satisfying the boundary condition [A, B]. Suppose there exist 
a chart IA of X such that CF = {r*P, r*du “+l,dX, 1 1 < (Y < s} is a cofrume of T*U 
with 
(i) &’ = duu - vpduS+l, (4.3.26) 
(ii) d@’ E BPdO A du’+l mod 12 A I N (4.3.27) 
If there is no conjugate [A’, B] where A’ = c;l(g(a’)), a < a’ < b, then 7r o g is a local 
minimum of 4 in v(I*, L*, p, I*, L*, R’, [A, B]). 
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Proof. Let G be a smooth variation of Tog which keeps the boundary condition [A, B] 
and Gt # 7~ og for all t f 0. Let G be a smooth lift of G to Y with G:, = g. Considering 
A = J [Gt - n-q]*(p), (4.3.28) 
we obtain 
A = s [c:t - g]*($Q. (4.3.29) 
Let G:(x) = L;1- l(G(c?‘,(x)))nS for all z E N. Then, A = S[Gl--Gil*($) since dg(N) = 
BG:(N) using the boundary condition, where 
G;*(6) = G’,*[Cr*w + &T*P]. (4.3.30) 
Remark 5. Note that in this case &(g(N)) u&(Gi(N)) is not a closed loop for Gt, a 
l-parameter variation of g 0 < t < E. However, it is possible to close the loop with a 
path in TI where $ =: 0. 
Let V E Cm(N,TY) with G)(V) = 0. Let us consider the case where V -I K*P = 0 
and 
I&r*eq = v J ir*cF + d[V J 7r*P] = 0, (4.3.31) 
Then, 8” is horizontal to the 3 projection and 0” vanishes on G:(N). We conclude that 
A = 
J 
[Gt-rog]*(& (4.3.32) 
and we have 
A = 
J 
[G, - g]*($). (4.3.33) 
Let G:(x) = ~‘-‘(~(G~(z))) n 5’ f or all 2 E N. Then, A = J[Gl - Gil*($)) since 
dg(N) = BG;(N) using the boundary condition, where 
G;*($) = G:*[C7r*w + X,r*fP]. (4.3.34) 
Let V E C”(N,TY) with 5(V) = 0. Let us consider the case where V J r*P = 0 
and 
L&*8”] = V J r*d8” + d[V J T*P] = 0, (4.3.35) 
Then, 8” is horizontal to the L;, projection and 0” vanishes on G:(N). We conclude that 
A= 
J 
C(7r 0 G,)(r 0 Gt))*w - 
.I 
C(r o G:)(r o G;)*w 
N N 
(4.3.36) 
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Thus, A vanishes to second order along (T o g)(N). Hence the dominant term for Gt 
close to r o g is the second order derivative 
8ZP 
* 
aus+1 
--P _I_- I[ dU” 8U s-l-1 u” (TOG’,) w. 1 1 
(4.3.37). 
Therefore, for t # 0 and sufficiently small, we have A > 0, since 82C/b’~L”d~” is positive 
definite and K o g is a local minimum. 
V. Example 
Let X = P(R, R2) Jg=~,z>o with g(y,t,jl,i) = zi-kjr+Ry F 0. k and R are positive 
real constants and 
$9 = C(y,z,$,i)ds = ~CkK (5.1) 
Let us choose 
8’ = g;(dz - idz) + g#y - Cdz), (5.2) 
t!12 = dy - $dx, (5.3) 
I* = span{@, O’}, (5.4) 
L” = span{@, 02, dz}. (5.5) 
The structure equations are: 
d@ = R@ A dx, (5.6) 
de2 = -djl A dx. (5.7) 
We have: 
J1+i2 
K*(djrAdx)- z3 ~“(8’ A dx) 
(5.9) 
di-72 - 
z3 
k f AIR 
> 
r*(Q2 A dx) + d&z A r*P. 
The Cartan system of !Pz is 
(i) n*@, 
(ii) r*8’, 
(5.10) 
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(iii) 
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(5.11) 
(5.12) 
The momentum space is 
and the Cartan system of qz, is given by (i), (ii), ( iii and (iv) described above, ) 
We have 
VG-F 
(WQ2)z, =2 z T*dciz A dX1 A r*O* A dX2 A r*@ # 0. (5.13) 
The quadratic form A is 
c22 = $(I + ‘p-3 > 0. (5.14) 
Thus, a solution to the Euler-Lagrange system with mixed endpoint conditions [A, B] 
which have no conjugate [A’, B] with A’ = i;)(g(u’)), a 6 CL’ < 6, is a local minimum of 
din v(~*,L*,~,~*,~*,R*,[A,B]). 
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